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This is a short account of four week-long
treks in East Africa which I did in late
January and February. These four treks
are part of a greater project and will
be described in detail on a forthcoming
website and book and this is just a quick
description with some photographs. The
four walks are:
1.Mt Kenya in Kenya which is the second
highest mountain in Africa and arguably
the finest walk on the Continent.
2. The Rwenzori Mountains on the Uganda
Congo border. These are the fabled
“Mountains of the Moon”. They are the

wildest mountains in Africa and are the
most heavily glaciated mountains on the
continent.
3. Kilimanjaro, the highest point in Africa,
is considered an extinct volcano. Its
snow capped summit is iconic of East
Africa. Despite its height with reasonable
acclimatization a trek to the summit is
quite feasible
4. Mt Meru, is the smaller sibling to
Kilimanjaro, but a finer and more
interesting mountain which is teeming
with classical African wildlife.

The distinctive vegetation of The Rwenzori mountains includes Giant Lobelias, Lobelia deckenii spp
bequeartii, (foreground) and Tree Groundsels, Senecio ericirosenii, (background). These plants thrive in the
damp, sunny climate to reach there extreme forms, here pictured in the Mubuku Valley by Guy Yeoman
hut.

Mt Kenya

The Water Lobelia, Lobelia
deckenii, retains water with
antifreeze properties in
the basal rosette, for frost
protection.

The Tree Groundsel, Senecio johnstonii, is a slow grower
and may reach the age of 120 years. It occasionally
grows to 10 metres

This is a short account of a walk on Mt
Kenya in Kenya. The walk was 6 days in all
going up the Sirimon Route on the North
West for 2 days. This was then followed by
a higher altitude 2 day walk encircling the
summit area anti-clockwise. Finally there
was an ascent to a secondary summit,
Pt Lenana, before descending down the
Chogoria route for the 2 day descent.
This combination of routes is considered
by most to be the best and most scenic
of all routes on the mountain. It also gives
adequate time to acclimatize for the walk
up to Pt Lenana.
Mt Kenya is spectacular. The very

The Ostrich-feather
Lobelia, Lobelia telekii,
reaches heights of 3
metres.

impressive twin peaks of Batian and
Nelion both involve sustained technical
climbing to gain the summit. There are
numerous glaciers surrounding the peaks
but all are in terminal decline and will
probably all disappear in the next 50 years.
One of the most striking aspects of Mt
Kenya apart for the superb scenery is the
vegetation, especially the Lobelias and Tree
Groundsels.
Accommodation is in huts throughout,
which are quite rustic, but easily suffice
and can be quite convivial places.

Halfway between Old Moses and Shipton Huts there is a marvellous viewpoint up the valley to the steep
peak of Batian and its North Face. Shipton Hut lies at the head of the valley under the peak, Day 2.

Sirimon Gate

Old Moses Hut
Shipton Hut

Mackinder’s Hut

Austrian Hut

Mt Kenya

Meru Bandas

Chogoria Gate

The 6 Day route starts at Sirimon Gate on the North East side of the mountain and spends nights at Old
Moses Hut, Shipton Hut, Mackinder’s Hut, Austrian Hut and Meru Bandas before finishing at the Chogoria Gate on Day 6.

The vegetation in the upper Mackinder’s Valley is composed of Giant Lobelias and Tree Goundsels. This
together with its setting in the north west of Mt Kenya makes it stunning location. The Shipton Hut is at
the end of the valley. Day 2.

On the third day we left Shipton Hut for Mackinder’s Hut by following the summit circuit anti-clockwise
over two 4600 passes and past tarns. The pointed peak in the centre is Pt Lenana. This trekking summit
ascended on Day 5 of the walk. Day 3.

After leaving Mackinder’s Hut the route goes round the south side of the peaks and starts the climb up
to Austrian Hut. On this side the retreat of the glaciers is apparent. The main peaks of Batian and Nelion
are in the centre of the photo separated by the notch called the “gates of the mists” . Day 4.

From Austrian Hut there is an excellent view to Nelion peak. This requires technical climbing to get up
involving about 10 pitches up to grade IV. The weather is usually OK in the dry seasons (Jan-Feb and
August-Sept) during the morning but gets misty after 1000am. Day 4.

After ascending Pt Lenana 4985m (left) from the Austrian Hut for the sunrise, when Kilimanjaro some
320 Km away is momentarily visible, there is a long descent to Meru Bandas. At Mintos shelter there is a
plateau beside the gorge with idyllic tarns and fields of Tree Groundsels. Day 5.

Looking back up the Gorges Valley to Mt Kenya (right). This deep gorge was carved out by glaciers in an
previous era. From this point it is still another 4 hours walk to the lodges at Meru Bandas on the edge of
the forest. Day 5.

Mount Kenya: The Sirimon-Summit Circuit-Chogoria route
Day
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Old Moses
Hut

Shipton’s
Camp Hut
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Old Moses
Hut

Shipton’s
Camp Hut
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Km

9 km

6 km

Austrian Hut Meru Bandas 22 km
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14 km 1060
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Austrian Hut 3 km
Camp Hut
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25 km
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150

79 km 3650

Down Time

General

10

From the Sirimon Gate, where all the permits and
payments are made head up the track through
the montane forest. There are elephant, buffalo,
5 hrs baboon, monkeys along this stretch. After 3 hours
the forest ends and the zone of giant heather
starts. This continues for 2 hours to the “treeline”
where Old Moses hut is.

220

From the hut continue up the ridge and then cross
over two valleys to reach a marvellous viewpoint
overlooking the upper Mackinder Valley. Drop
8 hrs down into this valley and follow it up through the
unique vegetation of Lobelias and Groundsels to
the head of the valley under the spire like peak of
Batian, under which Shipton’s Camp hut is located.

700

From the hut ascend the slopes to the west of the
hut to reach the summit circuit, and then after 2
hours the Hausberg Col. Descend the other side
5 hrs to the idyllic tarns and then climb another col on
the west of the summit area under Arthur’s seat.
From this col sidle the slopes to gain another col
and Hut Tarn before dropping to Mackinder’s Hut.

20

From the hut head toward the spires of Mt Kenya
across the upper Teleki Valley for an hour. At the
American Camp start to climb the long scree
3 hrs moraine slopes on the south side of the Lewis
glacier climbing up to the high Austrian Hut located
on the boulders of the barren south ridge of Pt
Lenana at 4790m.

Leave the hut for the hours climb to the summit
at sunrise at about 0630. Then descend the north
east ridge of Pt Lenana to Simba Tarn and then on
2130 11 hrs to the Hall Tarns on the plateau above the Gorges
Valley. Follow the ridge on the north of Gorges
valley down to the roadhead and then to Meru
Bandas lodge on the upper edge of the forest.

1550

From the comfortable lodge most trekkers arrange
for a 4WD to come up the track for 15 km to
meet them and drive them to the Chogoria Gate
8 hrs and the town another 5 km beyond that. This still
entails a 10 km, 2 hour walk through forest and
bamboo which are full of wildlife including elephant,
buffalo and various monkeys.

4630 38 hrs

Rwenzori

The basal rosette of the Giant Lobelias, Lobelia deckenii spp bequeartii, is the iconic plant of the Rwenzori
Mountains. It produces an 3m obelisk of flowers

This is a short account of a walk in the
wild and remote Rwenzori Mountains on
the Uganda-Congo border. Most of the
range lies in Uganda and this provides
the easiest approach at the moment.
While most of the Rwenzori mountains
are covered in impenetrable vegetation
there is a 7 day walking route through the
centre of the range which is kept clear by
machete.
This walking is a circuit is called the
Bujuku-Mubuku circuit. So called as it
goes up the Bujuku valley, over a couple
of passes in the vicinity of Mt Stanley and
then comes back down the Mubuku valley.

The walking circuit goes through a huge
range of vegetative zones from tropical
rain forest jungle through to the giant
heather forests and then the alpine zones,
where Lobelia and Groundsels dominate,
before reaching the largest glaciated
regions in Africa.
Even in the short dry seasons of JanuaryFebruary and in July there is often rain,
and outside these time it is very wet. The
ground is often waterlogged and boggy to
extent it even make West Scotland look
dry.
Accommodation is in rustic huts

The very lofty Portal Peaks are the first of the higher Rwenzori mountains one encounters on the
Bujuku-Mubuku circuit. These peaks rise to the north of the Nyabitaba Hut. The peaks are frequently
covered in mist. Day 1.

Mt Stanley

Bujuku Hut
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Guy Yeoman Hut

John Matte Hut
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Nyakalengija Gate

From the John Matte Hut there is a good view down the Bujuku valley. This hut lies at 3400m at is above
the montane forest, but in the heather zone. The heather however is 20 metres high as the trees in the
foreground show. Day 2

Looking down the Bujuku valley from the slopes of Mt Stanley. The lake is Lake Bujuku and the Bujuku
hut lies 20 minutes from the lake. Day 3.

Mt Speke dominates the northern side of the Bujuku valley. It rises above the Bujuku hut and is climbed
with minimal scrambling from there: given the necessary permission as it lies on the border with Congo.
Day 3.

Mount Stanley is the highest peak in the Rwenzori Mountains. It comprises three peaks; Alexandra,
5091m, (left), Margherita ,5109m, (right) and Albert, 5087m, (behind Margherita). The route goes up the
glacier in the centre to the col between the peaks and then up the short rock scramble on the south
(left) ridge. The top is often covered in cauliflower-like rime ice formations . Day 4.

After the steep climb up to the Freshfield Pass, 4280m, from the Kitandara Hut there is a wonderful view
down the Mubuku valley. The upper valley floor is covered in orange moss and is peppered with giant
Tree Groundsels, Senecio adnivalis. From here it is 4 hours to the Guy Yeoman Hut. Day 5.

From Guy Yeoman Hut there is a long and sometimes steep descent to Nyabitaba Hut. During this
descent one goes from the giant heather zone, through the bamboo zone into the dripping montane
forests. These forests have a thick understorey of bushes and flowers. Day 6.

Rwenzori Mountains: The Bujuku-Mubuku circuit
Day
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Nyabitaba
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Nyabitaba
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John Matte
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Kitandara
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Nyabitaba
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Nyakalengija
10 km
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880

590

900

320

70

40

53 km 3850

Down Time

40

160

General

After sorting out the permits and guide leave the
Park HQ at the gate and set off. Leave the village
follow the track up the valley into the forest. Cross
5 hrs a couple of streams and then begin the long climb
up the afforested ridge to the Nyabitaba hut.

From the hut drop down to cross the Mubuku
River just below its confluence with the Bujuku
River. Thereafter climb into the Bujuku valley and
6 hrs follow the path across boulders and tree roots as
it makes slow progress up the spectacular valley to
the John Matte hut..

70

Leave the hut and cross the notorious Lower Bigo
Bog where the giant Lobelias are first encountered.
After the bog there is a short climb to gain the
5 hrs Upper Bigo Bog. Cross this second bog and climb
a long slope through the huge Tree Groundsels to
reach Bujuku Lake. Skirt the lake on the north side
and continue to the Bujuku hut 20 min beyond.

900

From the Hut sidle the Groundsel-covered hillside
and then climb up onto the ridge where the Elena
hut is. From here climb a broad gully to gain the
8 hrs glacier on the Stanley Plateau where there are
good views of Mt Stanley. Retrace steps to the
Elena hut and then descend to the Scott-Elliot pass
and down the path to Kitandara hut and lakes.

830

From Kitandara hut ascend the steep groundsel
covered slope for 1 hour to gain the Freshfield
Pass. Cross the pass to get a fantastic view down
5 hrs the Mubuku Valley to Lake Mahoma. Descend the
east side of the pass and follow the valley, often
under a line of cliffs, to reach the idyllic clearing
where the Guy Yeoman hut sits beside the river.

800

The path initially drops gradually into the
thickening heath tree forest and then reaches a
very steep section. After this scramble it descends
5 hrs into the montane forest and bamboo zone before
crossing the Mubuku River. From the river it
traverses through the bamboos to gain a ridge on
which the Nyabitaba hut sits

1050

From the hut there is a steep descent down into
the hot humid tropical forest again. After crossing
the two streams and following the south side of
3 hrs the Mubuku River you arrive at the edge of the
national park boundary and the rough track. Follow
the rough track back to the Park HQ and the
finish.

3850 37 hrs

Kilimanjaro

Kilimanjaro seen from Mt Kenya. The sharp peak on the left is Mawenzi and the larger peak on the right
is Kibo. For a few minutes at sunrise it is possible to see Kilimanjaro some 320 km away. After these few
minutes the particles in the atmosphere become too bright and obscure the mountain.

This is a short journal of an ascent of
Kilimanjaro. There are some 6 distinct
ascent routes up the mountain. The most
scenic is the Machame and one of the
easiest descent routes is the Mweka. It
is quite popular to combine these two
routes and link them together into the
Machame-Mweka route. This route also
includes two acclimatization days at about
4500m before making the summit bid. This
route is becoming increasingly popular and
at times can be a tad crowded.
The route passes through rain forest on
Day 1, then giant heather forest on Day
2. On days 3 and 4 the route traverses
across the upper valleys and the side

of the mountain passing through a
moonscape of scree and lava with only
a few hardy plants. On day 5 the route
climbs to the top of the mountain and
then descends to the Mweka camp on
the upper edge of the forest again. On
the final day, day 6, the route descends
through the lush forest to the finish and
roadhead at Mweka Gate.
Accommodation is in tents, preferably at
the designated campsites. There are very
rustic toilets at these campsites.
The walk is quite testing, especially on the
5th day, when altitude problems may make
the ascent exhausting.

After leaving Machame Gate the wide path up Kilimanjaro via the Shira cave passes through a lush rain
forest, dripping with epiphytes, until it reaches Machame camp. After the Machame Camp one passes into
the giant heather zone. There are many birds and three species of Monkey in this forest. Day 1.

Kilimanjaro (Kibo)
Shira Cave Camp
Barranco
Camp

Banafu Camp

Machame Camp
Mweka Camp

Machame Gate
Mweka Gate

From the Shira Caves Camp, on the southern edge of the Shira Plateau, there are steep ridges which
drop down to the surrounding plain from the Shira Cone. The Shira cone is the oldest of Kilimanjaro’s
three cones; Mawenzi is the next oldest and Kibo, the highest at 5895m, is the youngest. Day 2.

The view of Kilimanjaro from the Umbwe route just below the Barranco Camp. The Barranco wall is
exactly in the middle of the photo and the ascent of this wall is the first task on the fourth day. The
biggest glacier in the centre of the mountain is the Heim Glacier. Day 3

At sunrise the glaciers on top of Kilimanjaro absorb the colours of the sun. These glaciers are in terminal
decline as they have no accumulation zones. Indeed the wall we see here is the upper edge of the glacier
just below the summit. Day 5

Looking across crater, past the ash pit, and to the northern rim one can see more glaciers, again in
terminal decline, as the snowfields that feed them are gone. The glaciers are now static chunks of ice
which are slowly disappearing. Day 5.

There is a rich and varied plant life on
Kilimanjaro, which is very diverse due to the
number of environments on the mountain
which range from Rain Forest to Alpine. The
red hot poker, Kniphofia thomsonii, grows in the
heather zone at about 3500 metres

The remarkable Tree Groundsel, here Senecio
cottonii, are found in the upper valleys on the
south side of the mountain above the heather
zone. They can reach 10m in height.

Looking from Mweka camp to the southern slopes and glaciers of Kilimanjaro over the giant heather. The
glacier on top has a few remnant arms, but there is no snowfield feeding this glacier. Day 6.

Kilimanjaro: The Machame-Mweka route
Day

1
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3

4

5

6

Start

Machame
Gate

Machame
Hut Camp

Finish

Machame
Hut Camp

Shira Cave
Camp

Km

10 km 1190

5 km

Shira Cave Barranco Hut
11 km
Camp
Camp

Barranco Hut Banafu Hut
Camp
Camp

Banafu Hut
Camp

Up

9 km

860

810

1060

Mweka Hut
17 km 1320
Camp

Mweka Hut
Mweka Gate 10 km
Camp

0

62 km 5240

Down Time

General

20

After sorting out the permits and guides leave
the gate and set off up the track through the rain
forest, which is dripping in moss and epiphytes.
5 hrs The graded path climbs steadily with little views
beyond the thick forest, to the first camp. There is
an abundance of trees, shrubs and flowers here, a
few are endemic.

90

Leave Machame Camp and head up through the
giant heather for 2 hours until it thins. There are
some limited views during this stretch. On the final
4 hrs 2 hour section the path sidles the mountain slopes
and gains the stark Shira Plateau. There are some
hardy flowers found on this plateau. The camp is on
the south edge of the plateau.

680

From the Shira plateau camp the route heads
towards the snow covered Kibo dome slowly
climbing an increasingly barren slope up to a huge
6 hrs rock plinth called the Lava Tower at the bottom
of the Western Breach. After the Lava Tower the
path drops down for 2 hours through giant Tree
Groundsels to the spectacular Barranco camp.

410

From Barranco camp the path climbs steeply with
the odd easy scramble up the Barranco wall. At the
top of this steep climb there are great views of the
7 hrs Heim Glacier. Thereafter the path descends to the
Karanga stream before climbing slowly up the ridge
to Banafu Camp, 4600m. This is situated at the base
of a barren ridge under the Rehmann glacier.

The big day needs a midnight start to climb the
1300m of scree to reach the summit of Uhuru
peak for an African sunrise. The ascent is cold.
2820 12 hrs After the summit descend the scree filled valley to
Banafu Camp again for breakfast. Then pack up and
head down another 1400m into the heather zone
and Mweka camp on the edge of the rain forest.

1360

An easy descent down through the lush rain forest
rich in plant life and flowers to the Mweka Gate.
Blue and Colobus Monkeys are often seen along
3 hrs this stretch.

5380 37 hrs

Mt Meru

Mt Meru seen from the crater floor near Miriakamba Hut. The summit is on the skyline, and in front
of the summit is the ash cone in the crater itself which last saw activity 100 years ago. One side of the
crater (the east side opposite the summit) side has completely collapsed so the crater floor is easily
accessible from the surrounding plains

Mt Meru is also in Tanzania rising from the
Maasai Plain in the shadow of Kilimanjaro.
Because Mt Meru is some 1400metres
lower that Kilimanjaro it is usually
overlooked as a trekking destination.
However, Mt Meru is a splendid
destination and exceeds Kilimanjaro in all
but height.
Mt Meru is the location for a very
interesting and compact 4 day walk to
the summit and down again. The ascent
is 2½ days and the descent is 1½ days. It
can be done quicker but this rushes the
trip and does not allow for side trips. The
trip starts at Momela Gate in the Arusha
National park and goes directly to the

Miriakamba hut. On the second day is
climbs to the Saddle hut. On the third day
it goes to the summit and returns to the
Miriakamba hut. On the final day the route
goes back to Momela Gate via the crater
floor via a path teeming with wildlife and
graced with huge trees.
Accommodation on the route is in huts,
which are very comfortable and of a good
standard.

The summit of Mt Meru seen from the ridge above saddle hut bathing the warm morning light. The rocky
ridge is covered in ash and scree has high cliffs on it which are home to the agile and elusive Klipspringer
antelope.

Saddle Hut

Mt Meru

Miriakamba Hut

Momela Gate

Looking down to the crater floor of Mt Meru from the summit ridge. The ash cone is clearly visible on
the afforested floor of the crater. The collapsed wall is apparent beyond the ash cone. In the distance
Kilimanjaro rises some 50 Km away.

In the upper forest Hagenia trees, Hagenia abyssinica, dominate. Their massive gnarled boles and branches
are home to a host of other vegetation and epiphytes.

Wild Orchids, here Disa stairsii, are found throughout the East African mountains. These Orchid were
growing in the heather zone below the Saddle hut.

The crater of Mt Meru is rich in wildlife. Due to the presence of Buffalo and Elephant it is required to do
the whole walk with an armed ranger.

There is a rich array of wildlife on the crater floor of Mt Meru. Buffalo, Elephant, Baboon, Colobus and
Blue Monkeys. They graze on and live in the lush forests and grassy glades of the montane forest which
boasts giant Juniper and Podocarp trees, some over 50 metres high.

On the plains at Momela Gate, by the start and finish, are scrublands with many thorny acacia trees.
These plains are home to Buffalo, Giraffe and families of Warthog

Mount Meru: The North East Ridge route
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Start

Momela
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Miriakamba
Hut

Saddle Hut

Miriakamba
Hut

Finish

Miriakamba
Hut

Saddle Hut

Km

7 km

6 km

Up

910

1030

Miriakamba
16 km 1190
Hut

Momela
Gate

10 km

120

39 km 3250

Down Time

General

40

After sorting out the permits and armed ranger
leave the gate and set off. It is probably best to
take the direct route on the ascent and leave the
4 hrs stunning craterfloor route a leisurely descent. The
direct route goes up through scrub for 2 hours
before entering the forest for the final 2 hours.
There are some beautiful glades before the hut.

30

Leave the comfortable hut and continue up
through the montane forest. The upper end of
the forest is dominated by leviathan Hagenia
4 hrs trees. After the montane forest continue climbing
through the giant heather with occasional stunning
views down to the crater floor and ash cone and
also over to Kilimanjaro, before reaching the hut.

Leave the hut early to get the sunrise behind
Kilimanjaro from the ridge. It is about 4 hours from
the hut to the summit on a well marked route.
2180 10 hrs There is the odd bit of easy scrambling. The view
is second to none. Descend back down the sandy
ridge to the saddle hut, and then pack up and
continue down into the forest and Miriakamba hut

1000

From the hut take the 4WD track into the crater.
There are buffalo here. Cross to the other (south)
side and descend down the track through the
4 hrs fantastic forest which is brimming with interest
and wildlife. Then descend into the scrub and
acacia where there are giraffe, warthog, zebra and
elephant to reach Momela. Don’t rush this section.

3250 22 hrs

